
Marble Friction  
Science



Introduction
I am interested in finding out what surfaces will slow down a marble. I am going to build 
a ramp that has different materials at the bottom. Then i am going to start all the marbles 
at the same time at the top of the ramp. I am going to see which material causes the most 
friction by measuring the distance the marbles go.  



Research Question & Hypothesis/Prediction
Background Research: Friction slows objects down. Friction comes from two things rubbing 
together.  Rough surfaces produce more friction than smooth surfaces.

Question: Which surface produces the most friction and which surface produces the least 
friction?

Hypothesis: My hypothesis is that grass will make the marbles go the shortest distance. My 
hypothesis is that wood will let the marble go farther.

Variables: My variables are the different surfaces to test the marbles out on.



Procedures
 Materials

● Wood glue
● Wood
● Screws
● Marbles 
● Pencil & Paper
● Laser level
● Particle boards
● Sand
● Grass
● Rocks
● Cloth 

Steps

1. Build the ramp with lanes for marbles
2. Fill the bottom of each lane with the different 

materials (grass, cloth, rocks, sand, 
wood/nothing)

3. Line up the marbles at the top of the ramp
4. Let all the marbles go at the same time
5. Measure how far each marble went and write 

down the distance
6. Repeat steps 3-5 five times
7. Average the distances the marble went on each 

surface



Procedures: Build the ramp



Procedures: Run the tests



Procedures: Measure the Results



Results

Measurements are in inches

1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

Grass 27.5 28 25.5 29.5 26 136.5 27.3

Sand 33 38 36 37 39.5 183.5 36.7

Rocks 24.5 41 26 30 21.5 143 28.6

Cloth 48 53.5 48 51 50.5 251 50.2

Wood 64.5 52.5 68 60.5 69 314.5 62.9



Discussion
My project showed that grass has the most friction and wood has the least friction. The second most 
friction was rocks. Rocks and grass were really close to having the same friction. In fact, on some of the 
runs the rocks stopped the marble sooner than the grass. The marble went the farthest on the wood by a lot. 
Wood was about half the friction of grass and rocks.

The ramp was too big that the marbles for wood and cloth bounced off the end. I measured the length and 
then the bounce back length to get the total length traveled. To make the experiment better I would make 
the ramp shorter or the friction surfaces longer. That would allow the marble to go farther and not bounce 
off the end.

Another way to make the experiment better would be to make more lanes and use more surfaces. Some 
other surfaces I would try would be water, carpet, blacktop, and concrete.

This experiment is useful to the world because it shows that different surfaces will slow down objects, like 
wheels, at different rates. This helps to know which paths, roads, and surfaces to ride or drive on.



Conclusion
My hypothesis was correct that grass had the most friction and wood had the least friction. Of all 
the surfaces i used the marble went the least distance on grass and the marble went the farthest 
on the wood.    
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